WELCOME

Level Four Curriculum:

Literacy

In level 4 Literacy we have looked further into the 'gold rush' topic with a focus on Eureka Stockade. Students have enjoyed researching money and how it has changed over time. The students have been using reading skills such as visualizing and inferring to gain a stronger understanding of these topics.

In writing level 4 students have been studying narrative texts. We have looked at the structure, purpose and language features and are now beginning to write our own narratives.

Numeracy

In Numeracy level 4 students have been collecting and manipulating data to find the range, mode, mean and median. They have also been looking at the processes to complete BODMAS (order of operations) equations.

The students have been looking at perimeter and area of regular and irregular shapes. They have had to use skills from other areas of mathematics and apply problem solving strategies within these activities.

Students can apply this knowledge in real life situations to ascertain the area of sporting grounds, distances in races and animal enclosures.

Things to remember:

- Every Friday is Interschool Sport Day. Netball, Football, Soccer, Tee Ball
- Interschool uniform is a white t-shirt and red shorts.
- Football players MUST have a mouth guard
- Football and Soccer players CAN wear football boots and shin guards from home.
- Students must bring their proper school uniform (red top and black pants) to change into after sport.

Sustainability

Nude Food started Wednesday 6th June. Help your students out by leaving the packets at home and using containers ONLY. We are aiming to reduce the waste that we produce as a school. The grade 6 committee members will be collecting and graphing individual class waste data. The class with the least amount of waste each week gets the much sought after Nude Food Trophy. The weekly class winner also receive a special prize.

Homework in Level 4 - Reading, Spelling and consolidating activities.

Parents are encouraged to discuss and check the weekly homework with their children. Students who do not bring or have unfinished homework are required to attend a lunchtime session to complete it. The students are aware of this process as well as the reasons as to why homework is important.

Diaries

Every student is required to have a diary. This needs to be at school everyday and signed weekly by their parents and the teacher. This is to encourage good organizational skills and a readiness for secondary school.